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#01) **Blackman’s Medicated Salt Brick Stand**: Metal stand with a double sided top marquee from the Blackman Stock Medicine Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee. This stand was used to display salt brick blocks, which were advertised as a cure-all for livestock. 29”x 12”x 8”. The red metal stand shows appropriate use wear to the paint. The marquee side shown is in excellent condition with only minimal edge wear. The other side, shown on the website is only slightly worse for wear. Your medicine boxes can easily be displayed from both sides of this stand with great effect. Open at $50.

#02) **Dr. Claris Glass Front Display Cabinet**: Wooden country store display cabinet with ORIGINAL PEDIMENT. Engraved into the wood of the pediment is: DR. CLARIS. The frame around the door has this engraved: DR CLARIS // VETERINARY // MEDICINES //BUFFALO, N.Y. The cabinet has original finish with lock but no key. There has been added a porcelain knob at some point to aid opening the cabinet, probably when the key was lost. 34”x 20”x 8”. This is a great, complete example and is perfect for displaying your medicine collection. The last two examples we have sold were both missing their pediments and sold in the $500 range. In 2010 we sold another complete example for $1300, so that pediment really adds value. We are opening the bidding at $300 and it is going to a new collector. We are also offering the Claris jug in the next lot and have Dr. Claris paper ephemera and a bottle lot, all from the same consigner.

#03) **Dr. Claris Liniment One Gallon Jug**: Stoneware, One gallon jug that once contained Horse Liniment produced by Dr. John Claris, V.S. of Buffalo New York. 11 ½” x 7”. Excellent condition with only one tiny chip at the shoulder. Dr. Claris jugs are always in demand, as are all Dr. Claris medicines. These jugs consistently sell in the $500 range. Liniment jugs are slightly scarcer than his Kronkine jugs in my experience. Opening bid is $100.

#04) **Dr. Daniels’ Glass Front Wooden Display Cabinet**: Offered here is a very unusual and I believe extremely rare Dr. Daniels country store display cabinet. This cabinet does NOT have and has NEVER had a pediment, as did Dr. Daniels’ earliest glass front cabinets. This cabinet has NEVER been stenciled on the door frame, as were the early cabinets. This cabinet unquestionably retains the original varnish and finish. It has a squared off, rectangular body, not unlike the later tin front cabinets. The original back panel is stenciled on the inside of the cabinet: THIS CASE IS THE PROPERTY / OF / DR. A. C. DANIELS’. / BOSTON MASS. / AND LOANED TO KEEP HIS MEDICINE IN. At 25”x 17”x 6 ½”, it is clearly smaller than the later cabinets. Few people are aware that Dr. Daniels’ produced a CARDBOARD front cabinet that transitioned between the glass front and the tin front cabinets. To my knowledge, no examples have ever been sold at auction and recorded. I originally became aware of these cabinets over 25 years ago when I purchased a small Dr. Daniels’ booklet that was illustrated with cabinet styles and wooden signs that store owners could obtain from the company. Subsequently, I have seen two such examples in private collections. I believe that this is such a cabinet that has had the original cardboard front replaced, many years ago with glass. Also, the original three shelves have been removed and key or cup holder hooks were installed. I believe this was repurposed as a key cabinet for a business or some lady kept her tea cup collection in it. Shelves could easily be made and refitted into the cabinet for medicine display. The original lock is gone and a hook closure was installed. So, thats a lot of description, history and speculation about an unusual sized cabinet. Would anybody but me care enough to try and figure out its history? What’s it worth? The antique dealer who consigned it thought it was unusual (he was right) and requested only a $75 opening bid. I figured it’s got to be worth more than that. Call me if you have questions or more information.

#05) **Dr. Daniels’ Tin Front Display Cabinet**: Wooden country store cabinet with an embossed tin front featuring the image of Dr. A. C. Daniels’ of Boston and his veterinary remedies. 29”x 21”x 8”. This is considered the third variation of his tin front cabinets. It has a larger field of medicines and is lacking the names and prices of medicines, that variations one and two have. This example also has a banner running across the bottom that advertises, “DR. DANIELS’ FAMOUS DOG REMEDIES.” The cabinet appears to be completely original with working lock and key. The back panel has a partial original shipping label that is aged and dark but still attached. The colors overall are bright and the face of Dr. D is clean and without damage. The background around the word “MEDICINES” does have some flaking and there is flaking to the medicines illustrated along the right edge, and Carbo-Negus on the left, as you can see. The medicines in the center are clean and bright. The overall look is very good and I would give it a condition score of 7-7 ½, especially with the originality of the cabinet. I’d estimate it’s value at $1200-1800 but we are opening it at only $500, so it is going to a new home. If you always wanted a Dr. Daniels’ cabinet but were unwilling to pay $2500-3000 this one is for you. You will be happy with this one.

#06) **Dr. Daniels’ Calendar, 1905**: Cardboard calendar dated for the year 1905. An illustration of baby chicks is at the top. In the middle is printed: DR. A. C. DANIELS’ / FAMOUS REMEDIES / FOR HOME TREATMENT OF / HORSES AND CATTLE. At the bottom is a full calendar pad for 1905. 7”x 4 ½”. Excellent condition. This is not an example where a dealer is advertising Dr. Daniels’ remedies. This is a calendar put out by Dr. Daniels’ solely to advertise his medicines.

#07) **Austin’s Dog Bread Wooden Shipping Crate**: Wooden crate from the Austin Dog Bread and Animal Food Company of Chelsea, MA. and used to ship packages of their Dog Bread. Dog Bread was one of the earliest forms of commercially produced dog food. It was first conceived by the Spratt Company in England but the idea quickly spread to America where the Austin Company was one of the first manufacturers. The actual Dog Bread was a very hard cracker of unknown nutritional quality. The crate is branded on both ends and measures 12”x 8”x 18”.

#08) **Austin’s Dog Bread Wooden Shipping Crate**: Wooden crate from the Austin Dog Bread and Animal Food Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee. This crate was used to display salt brick blocks, which were advertised as a cure-all for livestock. 29”x 12”x 8”. The red metal stand shows appropriate use wear to the paint. The marquee side shown is in excellent condition with only minimal edge wear. The other side, shown on the website is only slightly worse for wear. Your medicine boxes can easily be displayed from both sides of this stand with great effect. Open at $50.
#08) **Barker’s Horse and Cattle Powder Wooden Display Box**: Wooden box with a lift up lid used to ship and display packages of Barker’s Horse and Cattle Powder in a store setting. There is a paper label on the underside of the lid that is seen when the lid is raised. One interesting and unusual aspect of this box is the addition of a glass cover over the products, which would seal them, almost like a humidor for tobacco. I have seen several of these display boxes over the years, but I don’t recall one with this addition. The Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia produced this remedy. 17”x 11”x 4”. There are some water stains here and there that don’t really detract, in my opinion.

#09) **Baum’s Horse & Stock Food Wooden Crate**: Dove-tailed wooden box with colorful paper labels on all sides including the original top from Baum’s Castorine Company of Syracuse, NY. There is also an original paper “directions” sheet attached to the inside of the lid. 11”x 6”x 7 ½”. “THE GREATEST CONDITIONER, BLOOD PURIFIER, AND TONIC.” The labels, for the most part are in excellent condition. There are some paper losses along the edges, but the images and wording are mostly complete. This is probably one of the nicest and most complete examples I have ever seen. One tidbit of information is that Frank Baum, who was a traveling salesman for his family’s company, went on to write the “Wizard of OZ.” Open at $50.00

#10) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Cure Wooden Crate**: Dovetailed, wooden shipping crate for one dozen tin of Dr. Daniels’ Gall Cure. This is interesting, because I don’t believe Dr. Daniels’ ever called this tin Gall Cure. His original name for it was Gall-Cura with an “a” and later Gall Salve. The crate is unquestionably real and original with the slide wooden lid and the name and company address branded into one end panel. Is it possible that the company that made the crates misspelled the name? I can find no record of a tin or crate with this name in my Compendium of Prices Realized. 10”x 7”x 3”. One Gall-Cura crate is recorded, selling in 2008. Rare, error branded crate with original lid.

#11) **Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Grower & Softener Wooden Crate**: Dovetailed, wooden shipping crate for one dozen tins of Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Grower & Softener. This example is quite early as the company address on the crate is at 59 Sudbury Street in Boston. This address is prior to the more common Milk Street Address. 5 ½”x 7”x 10”. Advertising is branded into three sides. Two sides have the slogan: “GROWS A NEW HOOF IN THREE TO FOUR MONTHS.” No lid, otherwise original condition. Only one previous example has ever been recorded and that was in 2005.

#12) **Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Powder and Original Equine Bath Wooden Packing Crate with Three (3) Original Tins**: Dovetailed wooden crate that has the original lid and comes with three(3) original or appropriate tins of the same product. There is branded advertising of three sides of the crate. 10”x 7”x 6”. The tins are really dirty on top as they look to have been in the crate for their entire life. All the tins have the same amount of exposure, so I am confident they have always been together. The tops of the tins probably can be cleaned up, but I have not touched them. They were consigned this way and that’s how they will be sold. The top edges of the box, into which the top slides is damaged, but the lid will stay in place. This is a very scarce Dr. Daniels’ remedy crate as I have only recorded one previous example. That example sold in 2001 for $230 without any additional original tins. Open this one at $50 and see where the market is today.

#13) **Ellen’s New Discovery Powder Display Box with Tins (5)**: Cardboard point of purchase display box including five (5) original, unopened tins with content from Ellen’s New Discovery Company of Newburgh, NY. 8”x 4 ½”x 5 ½”. The lid is attached to the backside of the box. This allowed the lid to be raised to display the tins and the paper advertisement that was attached to the underside of the lid. “A SURE CURE FOR GALLS, SCRATCHES, AND ANY AND ALL SORES ON HORSES.” The box shows a little edge wear, the tins some handling wear, and there is one hole in the back panel of the box. Extremely rare country store veterinary medicine display.

#14) **Hill’s Humane Salve Cardboard Display Box and Three (3) Original Tins**: Cardboard display box that once held one dozen tins of Hill’s Humane Salve produced by the Humane Remedy Company of Des Moines, IA. The box has an illustration of the red tin on the lid. 11”x 9”x 2”. “POSITIVELY THE BEST REMEDY OF THE 20TH CENTURY.” Also included in this lot are three (3) Humane Salve tins. All of the tins are in excellent condition. The combination of the illustrated box and the tins would make a unique display for your collection. The box is toned and does have damage and tears to the side panels of the lid. The box is complete but the sides could be reinforced with archival tape. The consigner purchased this lot in a 2009 Morford Advertising Auction for $425. I am unaware of any other surviving examples of this box. Sold with out reserve.

#15) **Horsemen’s Vet. Kit**: This is an old metal, Army ammunition crate that has been adapted by William Vet Products of Mukwono, Wisconsin into a stable case for veterinary medicines home use. The contents were listed as being prepared by the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company. 10 ½”x 4”x 7”. There are paper labels on three sides. The end panel label lists the contents to once include Strong Blister, Gall Balm, Eye Lotion, and Blood Coagulant Powder, etc. I would assume that these medicines were labeled as from Dr. Roberts. No contents now. One side label has some wear, but this is a pretty scarce and interesting kit. The consigner bought this is VCR Auction 9/2010 and paid $110.

#16) **International Stock Food Company Feed Sack**: One hundred pound feed sack for International 33% Concentrate feed. Sack is made of cotton material and is very clean. It does have a few holes here and there but it would look good hanging in the right area. 18”x 37”. The guaranteed ingredient analysis is printed along the bottom of the sack.
#17) **Dan Patch Moving Picture Flip Book**: Dan Patch was the greatest trotting horse of all time. He set the mile record at 1:55 and that record held for over 35 years. He was owned by Marion Savage, who was also the owner of the International Stock Food Company. This flip book, c1909 produces a moving picture of that great event. 3 ¾"x 2 ¾"). The pages are stapled together and as you flip the pages movement of the image is obtained, just like a cartoon today. These flip books were probably given away by the International Stock Food Company as a promotion for their stock food and veterinary remedies. The book is solid and complete. This has been reproduced, but this is guaranteed old and collectible.

#18) **International Stock Food Poster #56, “Sickly Runts Before and After”**: Typical before and after advertising content. The sickly runts at the top turn into fat hogs after eating International Stock Food every day. 13 ¾"x 9 ¼”. Outstanding color with a deep red background and excellent condition with one light horizontal crease. Cut a little close at the borders, but should mat and frame nicely. Only one previous offering recorded and that was in 2007 for $225. Open at $50.

#19) **International Stock Food Poster #73, “All Nation’s Use ISF”**: This is an extremely rare poster with what I describe as a multi-tiered, silver trophy with a bucket of ISF at the top. Around the base are illustrations of men dressed in the fashion of various countries of the world. The caption reads: ALL NATIONS USE INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD. 14"x 9 ½”. The condition is excellent with a clean border on all sides. Only one previous example is recorded, it sold in 2007 for $185. Open this example at $50.

#20) **International Stock Food Poster #102, Black Shoot**: The black hog illustrated on this ISF poster is shown as he might be viewed through a slot in a wooden fence. The caption describes a 46 pound shoot that grew to 346 pounds eating ISF every day. 14”x 10” overall. The are a couple of short tears in the bottom edge and some paper losses in the white margin with only one coming right up to the image on the left edge. Bid on this one as you see fit.

#21) **International Stock Food Poster #108, “Cow Filling Milk Cans”**: This dairy related poster is a classic image as the Jersey cow overflows the four milk cans with the volume of her milk. 13 ½"x 10". Full, clean borders on all sides with just a small short tear or nibble here and there. There is a horizontal crease across the middle that is not obvious in any way and does not detract from this illustration. This is a little more common, so start this one at $25.

Words are not really necessary to describe the next two posters. Just a glance will be enough to tell you these are two of the most graphic and desirable veterinary posters ever produced. Their condition is just icing on the cake as they are in near mint, undamaged condition.

#22) **International Stock Food, Large Format, Poster #13, “International Colic Remedy”**: The previous statement pretty much tells it all. This is a large format poster, 22”x 16” and is marked ISF poster #13. Since this is touting Colic Remedy we can date it to c1910. Illustrated on the left is a jockey dosing his trotting horse before the big race. “CURES COLIC IN 10 MINUTES.” On the right, a farmer is distressed, as his plow horse has gone down in the field, but never fear, a friend is riding to the rescue holding up a bottle of International Colic Remedy. “CURES COLIC FOR 50 CENTS.” In the middle is a life size illustration of a package of Colic Remedy showing the stages of colic in horses. I hesitate to call anything this old mint. There are a couple of very slight creases from the top edge into about one inch of the background. The purple stamp at the bottom reads: MRS. L. C. CORLESS, AGENT and would have been the owner of the store to which this poster would have been originally shipped by the International Stock Food Company. This is about the best condition report ever for a paper poster that is over 100 years old. The colors will nock your socks off as they are as bright and crisp as the day this poster was printed. Add to all that this is the first time an example of this poster has been offered by me or recorded in over 20 years. We would estimate this poster at $2500-3500. Opening bid is $1500 without further reserve.

#23) **International Stock Food, Large Format, Poster #14, “International Worm Powder”**: If possible, this large format poster, 22”x 16” and marked ISF poster #14 is in even better condition than the previous lot. As for condition issues, there is a tiny piece of archival tape on the reverse at the top, right hand corner, IN THE BORDER ONLY. This tape has stopped a ¼" tear from the top edge continuing. The tear does not come close to the edge of the image. This poster also has the same agent imprint at the bottom as the previous lot. I wish I had been there when these posters were pulled out of this store. I can only imagine what additional posters turned up that day. The image here is obviously a sick horse filled with worms. He is leaning of a box of International Worm Powder, which should fix him right up. The cut away illustration of his abdomen shows his stomach and intestines filled with bots and worms. The red and black background is also filled with worms. There are long worm missing the caption and banner across the bottom. The colors, as with the previous example are immaculate. I have recorded three examples of this poster selling previously and they have averaged about $1200. I think the condition of this poster certainly warrants a premium over that number and today I would estimate it at $2000-3000. The opening bid will be $1000 as this one is not as rare as the previous lot, but I think, ever bit as grand. These two posters are in the very top tier of all veterinary posters ever produced. You have the big four: Content, Color, Condition, and Rarity.

#24) **Dr. Lesure’s Remedies Wooden Thermometer**: Advertising thermometer from the Dr. Lesure Veterinary Remedy Company of Keene, New Hampshire. 24”x 6”. It retains the actual thermometer but it is not working. Replacements for the thermometer are available online. The paint at the top is very good with the logo image of Dr. Lesure quite strong. The paint at the bottom is weak but readable. Listed are medicines such as Colic Cure, Fever Drops, and Cough & Tonic Drops. It also retains the original hanging hook.
on the reverse. Advertising thermometers (indeed, any advertising) from this company are quite rare. I am aware of 4 or 5 examples in private collections. In 23 years, I have only recorded one example in my “Compendium of Prices Realized” that has sold at auction and that example brought $925. In the same time period, I have recorded the sale of 31 thermometers by Dr. Daniels’. If the condition of this example were excellent, I would estimate it in the $800-1000 range. As is, I think the rarity warrants an estimate in the $300-500 range with an opening of $100 to get it going.

#25) Dr. LeGear’s Advertising Mirror: Beveled glass mirror in a heavy wooden frame advertising Dr. LeGear’s supplies. The frame is 15 ½”x 12 ¾”. The frame is engraved with wording on all four sides. The lettering has an old gold paint within the letters. The advertising reads: DR LEGEARS // VETERINARY // SUPPLIES // ST. LOUIS MO. The frame has an old hanging wire on the reverse, so it’s ready to hang on the wall. I do have a couple of concerns about the piece and its originality. First, the name at the top is DR. LEGEARS and not DR LEGEAR’S as I would expect. Second, the lettering was obviously hand done and I guess I would expect a more “industrial” precise lettering. The wood and the finish on the wood are old. This could have been made by a storeowner selling Dr. LeGear stuff, a company salesman, or an enterprise wood worker making a fantasy, advertising item. As such, it is sold as is with no further guarantees. If you like it, bid what you think it’s worth to you.

#26) Veterinarian Trade Sign: Painted, wooden trade sign for Frank A. Bunnell, Veterinarian. 24”x 6”. Dr. Bunnell was born in 1870 and was a graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College in 1905. He lived and practiced in Lockwood, New York. He died in 1937, so this sign is 79 years old at least. Sign has an old mounting attachment at left end but is missing the one on the right. It has a modern hanging attachment on the reverse. The reverse also has an old polaroid photo of his grave stone.

#27) London Horse & Cattle Food Wooden Crate: Dove-tailed wooden shipping crate from the London Horse & Cattle Food Company of Baltimore, MD. 9”x 6 ½”x 5”. There is stenciled advertising on all four sides, but two are quite weak and hard to make out. The name is on one end panel (shown) and the company address is on the other end. One tin sign from this company is recorded, but no packages or other crates. In the 19th Century, companies often used words like “English” and “London” to give their products additional panache.

#28) Spratt’s “Pluto” Mask: Cardboard party or Halloween mask of the Walt Disney dog character, “Pluto.” The masks were given away by the Spratt’s Company with any purchase of Spratt’s dog or bird food. There is a paper tag still attached to the original rubber bands used to hang the mask from your ears. The tag does state that the Pluto image was used with the permission of Walt Disney. 11 ½”x 8 ½”. Spratt’s advertising, including an illustration of Mickey Mouse is on the reverse. Mint, unused condition. Pluto was first created by Walt Disney Productions in 1930, but Pluto did not have his first full cartoon until 1934.

#29) Spratt’s Faithful Friend’s Biscuit Box: Lithographed tin can with original lid from Spratt’s Patent LTD. This was a tin you used to keep your dog’s treats fresh. 8”x 4”x 4”. There are realistic color images of a Cocker Spaniel on one side and a Wire Hair Terrier on another in addition to dog breed silhouettes all over the tin. Very good condition with minimal wear. This probably dates to the 1940-50’s and was either a give-away by the company or a limited release filled with biscuits.

Paper Ephemera

Books

#30) Elementary Exercises in Physiology: Second edition written by Pierre Fish, D. V. M. from New York State Veterinary College Cornell University and dated 1906. This book was owned by E. W. Thompson who graduated from Cornell in 1911 and practiced in Honeoye Falls, New York. The book included many blank pages, so the student could write in notes and glue in physiologic tracings. Dr. Thompson took great advantage of these pages and made many notes and added illustrations and tracings. Book still has the dust jacket from Taylor & Carpenter booksellers of Ithaca, New York.

#31) Hand Written Book of Surgery Notes c1888-89: Walter P. Weston was a student at Dick’s Royal Veterinary College in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1888. He produced this book of 500 pages of hand written surgery notes. He titled this book: LECTURES DELIVERED BY PROFESSOR WALLEY ON VETERINARY SURGERY DURING SESSION 1888-89, BOOK II. He wrote every page in ink script, which is very legible today. He produced an index with numbered pages on such topics as Septicemia, Dropsy, and Erysipelas. Pages 248-272 are a detailed listing of veterinary surgical instruments and their uses. There is a long section on castration, how to do it and complications. A hand written, one of kind look at veterinary education in 1888. Covers are worn but intact. Pages are clean and easily read. Additional photos are on the web site. Consigner requests an opening bid of $100.
Photographs, Letterhead, Receipts, Envelops, Flyers, Etc

#32) **Dr. Claris Billhead**: Receipt for services from the Dr. Claris Veterinary Hospital dated 1904. It has an illustration of the hospital in the upper left corner and is billed as “Largest in the United States.” Paper ephemera from Dr. Claris is quite scarce.

#33) **German Stock Food Company Envelope, 1912**: Multi-colored advertising envelope from the German Stock Food Company of Minneapolis dated 1912. Their logo was “ONE CENT FOR THREE FEEDS.” Sound familiar? The International Stock Food Company used “THREE FEEDS FOR ONE CENT.” Some collectors up in Minneapolis believe that this company was just a part of the ISF Company owned by Marion Savage. Suspecting that he used this name to increase sales to the German immigrant communities. I have one listing for a German Gall Healer back in 1996 but no longer have a photo, so I cant tell if there are any packaging similarities. Wonderful and interesting envelope.

#34) **International Stock Food Envelope with Dan Patch**: Multi-colored business size envelope advertising “MY WORLD FAMOUS CHAMPION STALLIONS.” The five horses, including Dan Patch, are illustrated in full color. The company was owned by Marion Savage and was in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The reverse has the logo “3 Feeds for One Cent” along with a color illustration of the company’s factory. It has been opened along the top and right edges. This is the first example of this envelope I have recorded. This is part of a large ISF Company collection that I will be selling over the next two years.

#35) **International Stock Food Invoice or Billhead, 1902**: Scarce early billhead listing all the ISF Company remedies and foods available. Attached is a warning for dealers not to cut prices as the company sends them extra goods, free of charge, so they will not resort to this practice. Excellent.

#36) **International Stock Food Letterhead, Envelope, and inserts, 1903**: One page advertising letter on full color letterhead with illustrations of Colic Cure, Worm Powder, and Heave Cure. The reverse is blank. This also includes two advertising inserts and the original envelope. Dated April 3, 1903, this packet was mailed to George Smith from Maine. The contents of the letter states that the company has mailed Mr. Smith their latest and finest lithograph. It depicts the World Champion trotting stallion Directum 2:05 ¼. For collectors this would identify the date for ISF full size poster #32. Letter and envelope are in excellent condition.

#37) **International Stock Food Three Page Letter and Envelope, 1906**: This is a three page, complete advertising letter send out by the company to extoll the virtues of the superior ingredients in their stock food over their competition. The letter also mentions that Dan Patch and all the other stallions eat ISF every day. The reverse of all pages is fully illustrated is a brown single color. The envelope has a large pail of ISF. Often, stamp and ephemera dealers divided letters such as this and sold all the pages and envelopes separately. Here is a complete example of the ISF Company’s advertising.

#38) **International Stock Food Letter and Envelope, 1909**: At the height of the ISF Company’s success, Marion Savage sent his son up to Toronto to open and manage the Canadian branch of the ISF Company. This letter and envelope dated 1909, reflect a different style of letterhead but similar envelope from the Minneapolis home office. The content of the letter is offering reasons why the company has failed to deliver a free washing machine to the dealer since he started selling their stock food. Envelope has some losses along the right edge. This style letterhead is very scarce.

#39) **Security Remedy Company**: Offered here is an advertising envelope, dated 1906, from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. Also included is the top portion of the company letterhead illustrating their veterinary remedies. The remainder of the letter has been cut off. Paper ephemera from this company, is obviously very rare as this is the first example of this type I have offered or recorded. This company competed with the ISF Company and as such, produced some of the most desirable and beautiful veterinary patent medicine packaging. However, advertising from them, in ANY, form is rare.

#40) **Veterinary Billhead Lot of Three (3)**: First billhead is dated 1890 from Dr. Carey’s G. E. S. S. of Waverly, New York. They were the makers of “HIT for The Horse.” Second example is dated 1904 from Harvey Flynn manufacturer of veterinary medicines including Kentucky Hoof Remedy, California Colic Cure, and California Maud B. Liniment. He was from New York City. I have never seen or recorded any of Mr. Flynn’s veterinary medicines. Third example is an unused letterhead from the Favorite Tonic Company of Richmond, Virginia c 1920. Lot of three billhead.
Trade Cards and Post Cards

#41) **Gombault’s Caustic Balsam Trade Card, Maud S. 2:09 ¾**: Very, early c1890, card from Lawrence-Williams & Company of Cleveland. Caustic Balsam with a Blister and Counter-irritant used on the legs of horses. Trade cards were given out by dealers then, like baseball cards are now. Slight edge softness upper right corner.


#43) **Gombault’s Caustic Balsam Trade Card, Cresceus 2:02 1/4**: Card from a slightly later series of famous horses, c1910. Excellent condition.

#44) **Gombault’s Caustic Balsam Trade Card, Lou Dillon 2:01**: Card from a slightly later series of famous horses, c1910. Slight stains and one corner crease.

#45) **Gombault’s Caustic Balsam Trade Card, Sweet Marie 2:04 1/4**: Card from a slightly later series of famous horses, c1910. Slight creases to corners and one across the body.

Booklets and Catalogs

#46) **Capitol Stock and Poultry Food**: Booklet of 16 pages from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. 6”x 3 ¼”. Their logo is “5 FEEDS FOR ONE CENT” and they claim to cure and prevent diseases in horses and livestock. All of their veterinary remedy packaging and Stock Food boxes are illustrated in this booklet. Excellent condition and first time offering.

#47) **Dr. Daniels’ “The Cat”**: Booklet dated 1917 and containing 30 pages of cat care, illness diagnosis, and treatment. Excellent, near mint original condition. 7 ¼”x 4 ¼”. Aker’s Pharmacy, Albany, New York is stamped on the cover.

#48) **Dr. Daniels’ Canine Remedies and How To Use Them**: Booklet of 63 pages dated 1936. 7 ½”x 4 ¼”. This booklet strictly focuses on treatment of diseases of dogs and puppies. Cover is overprinted with a blue stamp. Cover has minor corner wear. Pages are clean and bright.

#49) **Dr. Daniels’ “The Horse”**: Classic Daniels’ booklet of 96 pages and 7 ¼”x 5 ½”. This is a revised edition printed in 1916. Heavily illustrated, it has a four page, color insert showing his cabinet, emergency case and all his horse and cattle remedies. There is some paper chipping at the corners and some stain along the every bottom edge.

#50) **Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Medicines and How to Use Them**: Very early booklet dated 1892 and from the company’s Staniford Street address in Boston. 7 ½”x 5 ¼”. The booklet is 30 pages of animal diagnosis and treatment using Dr. Daniels’ home remedies. Front and back cover have fly speck, as seen. The interior pages are crisp and very good.

#51) **Fleming’s Farm and Live Stock Almanac 1916**: Almanac of 32 pages from Fleming Bros., Chemists, Chicago. This company made a large line of veterinary remedies. 8 ¾”x 6”. Cover has some handing smudges and short separation at bottom of spine. Good color on the cover illustration.

#52) **International Live Stock Guide**: Booklet from the ISF Company of Minneapolis consisting of ninety-six pages of livestock care and information using ISF and their veterinary remedies. Dated 1916. Heavily illustrated. 9 ¾”x 6 ¾”. The front cover has paper loss along the top edge and the back has loss along the top and side edges. Cover is firmly attached and the interior pages are clean. The back few pages have detailed illustrations of all the veterinary remedies offered in 1916.

#53) **ISF Company’s, “The Horseman’s Eye”**: Booklet from the ISF Company of Minneapolis advertising their Stock Food. No date but c1900 and pre-Dan Patch. The sixteen pages are of a low, rag quality paper. There is dealer stamp on the reverse, so these were given out in stores. 6 ¾”x 4 ½”. Excellent condition.

#54) **ISF Company’s, “Practical Pointers for Farmers and Stock Owners”**: This is a memo book for farmers with many lined pages that are blank. The “Practical Pointers” are to use their veterinary remedies and all are illustrated and described in this booklet. Excellent condition.

#55) **ISF Company’s, “Profitable Hog Raising”**: Booklet of 32 pages devoted strictly to Hogs and the food and remedies the company makes to promote hog farming. 7 ½”x 5 ½”. Fly specks and very, very light stain along the bottom edge. This is only the second example of this booklet I have recorded.
#56) **Pratt’s Almanac 1913**: Almanac of 64 pages from the Pratt’s Food Company of Philadelphia. 7” x 5”. Cover has some edge wear, but the interior pages are clean. Hole punched into the upper right corner of the first few pages. The almanac was published 7 years after the Pure Food and Drug Act but the company is still advertising “CURES” in the interior content.

#57) **Pratt’s Practical Hints**: Booklet of 50 pages containing helpful hints for raising horses, cattle, and poultry. Profusely illustrated and containing many testimonial ads about the effectiveness of Pratt's Remedies and food. 7” x 5”. No date, but probably c1900. Cover smudges and some minor bug damage to a few interior pages. Scarce booklet.

#58) **Treatise on The Horse and His Diseases**: Booklet of 96 pages from the Dr. B. J. Kendall Company, makers of Kendall’s Spavin Cure. 7 ½” x 5”. This is an early booklet dedicated to diagnosing and treating horse ailments. The pages are of a rough, pulp quality and are toned and a little brittle. There is some chipping of the edges of the covers and the first couple of pages.

#59) **Dr. Daniels’ Lot of Two (2) Booklets**: First is a 1911 copy of “The Horse” with Dr. Daniels’ on the cover as the world’s greatest animal life saver. Excellent. Second is an early 1892 copy of “Veterinary Medicines and How to Use Them.” This has the company’s Portland Street address and is in pretty rough condition.

Patent Medicines

#60) **American Cow Tonic**: Unopened box with complete wrap around paper label and contents from the American Stock Company of Tiffin, OH. 8” x 5” x 2”. “THE COW’S FRIEND—FOR COWS ONLY.” A remedy designed to build a cow up from a diseased condition. Excellent condition, very clean with just some minor edge wear. Only one other example has been recorded and that was way back in 1999.

#61) **American Roup Remedy**: Unopened canister with colorful paper label and contents from the American Remedy Company of Tiffin, OH. 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”. “A concentrated remedy in powder form for the immediate relief of Roup.” Excellent condition, clean and very bright colors to the label.

#62) **Dr. Bell’s Distemper and Cough Powders Relief for Heaves**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Dr. Bell Wonder Medicine Company from Canada. 6” x 3” x 1 ½”. Box is in excellent condition with strong color and graphics. This company made the more common Dr. Bell’s Veterinary Wonder remedy, but this and the following lot, are the only other examples of medicines from this company I have seen.

#63) **Dr. Bell’s Tonic and Indigestion Remedy**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Dr. Bell Wonder Medicine Company from Canada. 6” x 3” x 1 ½”. Previously unrecorded remedy for all livestock. I would consider this one is near mint, original condition with no damage.

#64) **Dr. Bradley’s Submarine Expeller for Tapeworms in Dogs**: Cardboard canister with metal top and bottom and a wrap around paper label. No contents. Produced by Dr. S. A. Bradley Remedies of Louisville, Kentucky. 2 ¼” x 1 ¾”. Label is slightly toned and shows some mild handling wear only. This is the second remedy from this Dog Remedy company to be offered.

#65) **Brewster Improved Horse, Cattle & Poultry Powder**: Unopened cardboard box with contents from Finnerty, McClure & Company of Philadelphia. 6 ¼” x 3 ½” x 2”. Condition is near mint, original. This is one of only two previously recorded examples, both having been sold in McMurray Drug Store Auctions for over $160. Slogan reads, “GIVE IT A TRIAL. IT IS SURPASSED BY NONE.”

#66) **Cal-Sino Veterinary Colic Cure, Free Sample**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from the Royal Distribution Company of Baltimore, MD. 3 ¼” x 1 ½”. Label extends completely around bottle. The red color of the name is slightly faded. The yellow and black colors are very strong. Label is excellent. This exact Free Sample Cure bottle sold in my VCR auction on 3/2006 for $170. No other examples have been offered or recorded since. It’s a cure, it’s a sample, it’s great.

#67) **Cal-Sino Veterinary Glycoline, Antiseptic Healing Lotion**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from the Royal Distribution Company of Baltimore, MD. 8 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 1 ¾”. Bright and colorful label extends completely around the bottle. Used to treat Galls, burns and Grease Heel. Label has one scrape with paper loss just in front of the horse illustration. A previously unrecorded veterinary lotion that really displays well.

#68) **Campbell’s Emollio Iodoform Gall Remedy**: Beautiful, lithographed tin with contents. Appears to be unopened and near mint to mint condition. Easily the best, of the few, examples of this tin I have seen. I sold one previous example a couple of years ago for $160. This might not come up that expectation but you will never be able to find a better example. 2 ¾” x ½”.

#69) **Campbell’s Horse Foot Remedy**: Early, lithographed tin from the James Campbell Company of Chicago. 6” x 3 ½” x 2 ¼”. Tin is dated 1896 and has several testimonials on the reverse. This is the smaller of two sizes I have seen. Condition is good with spotty oxidation, as you can see in the photo. It displays pretty well and is certainly in collectible condition for such an uncommon tin. Over the last couple of years we have sold two great signs advertising this remedy.
#70) **Capital Worm Powder for Horses:** Unopened cardboard box with complete, sealed paper wrapper from the Capital Stock Food Company in Helena, Montana. 6 ½” x 3 ½” x 2”. Illustration on the front is of a very debilitated and “wormy” horse. The slogan over his body reads, “I AM WORMY BUT I WON’T BE LONG. CAPITAL WORM POWDER WILL MAKE ME STRONG.” Condition is excellent and color is strong with only minor smudges and edge wear. This is one of only three previous examples that have sold, all for over $400. The consigner purchased this example from VCR auctions in 2007 for $425. Open the bidding at $100.

#71) **Dr. Clayton’s Alterative Pills for Dogs:** Cardboard box with original tablet contents from Dr. Clayton of Chicago. This box has the early company logo illustrating a St. Bernard. 2 ½” x 1” x 1”. “An Arsenic, Iron, and Sulphur Compound.” Three previous offerings of this remedy have all been in the blue boxes with the red bulldog. This is the only early example with the St. Bernard logo that I have seen. Excellent condition, bright and clean. The bottom right edge does have a 3/8” tear that is hardly noticeable.

#72) **Dr. Clayton’s Hookworm & Roundworm Pills for Dogs or Puppies:** Cardboard box with original contents from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. 2 ¾” x 2” x ¾”. Excellent condition overall with very strong colors. The red bulldog logo really stands out. Only two previous examples of this remedy have ever been recorded and those were in 1997 and 2006. Scarce dog remedy in tremendous condition.

#73) **Dr. Clayton’s Ketereline Tablets for Dogs:** Cardboard box with original contents from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. 2 ¾” x 2” x ¾”. Excellent condition overall with very strong colors. This was used to reduce fever and treat coughs. The box lists some of the ingredients as 25% Sugar and 52% clay. Great color overall. Displays wonderfully.

#74) **Dr. Clayton’s Sedative Tablets for Dogs & Puppies:** Cardboard box with original contents from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. 2 ¾” x 2” x ¾”. Excellent condition overall with very strong colors. Each tablet contained 1 grain of Phenobarbital. Used to treat dogs “subject to Fits.” This box is about as close to mint original condition as you are likely to ever find.

#75) **Dr. Clayton’s Vermifuge for Dogs:** Cork bottle with paper label, original contents and box from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. “Requires no Physic for ALL intestinal parasites.” 4 ½” x 1 ¾” x 1”. The label and box are illustrated with Dr. Clayton’s earlier St. Bernard logo. The bottle and label are in excellent condition. The box is pretty rough from a display standpoint but it is complete. An early dog medicine from a desirable manufacturer.

#76) **Columbia Gall Cure, $1.00 Size:** HUGE, lithographed cure tin with contents from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. 5 ¾” x 2”. I have never seen this tin with either the name “Gall Cure” or “Gall Salve” in this large $1.00 size tin. It is so big, it looks like a store display and not a remedy tin. The lid has a couple of minor dents and one small scuff. The bottom has significant scuffing, but who looks at the bottom? This is probably the **largest veterinary cure tin ever produced**, certainly the largest I have ever seen or recorded.

#77) **Columbia Powdered Tobacco:** Cardboard box with contents from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, CT. The active ingredient was Nicotine and was used as a deworming agent for poultry. 7” x 4 ½” x 2”. Light smudges and edge wear. Scarce remedy from a desirable company. Only two previous examples have been recorded and both sold for over $200. This one goes to the high bidder.

#78) **Dr. Cox’s Barb Wire Liniment, Free Sample:** Unopened cork top bottle with paper label, contents, and shipping canister from the Hoover Liniment Company of Carlisle, IN. 3 ½” x 1 ½”. Bottle and label are in mint, original condition. Bottle label is clearly printed, “FREE SAMPLE.”

#79) **Dr. Daniels’ Uderkream, Free Sample:** Unused new old stock (NOS) tin with paper label from Dr. Daniels’ of Boston. The ointment was used to treat udder injuries in dairy cows. 2”x ¼”. Excellent condition.

#80) **Dr. Dent’s Diarrhoea Remedy for Dogs:** Unopened wooden canister with paper label, contents and box from the Dent Medicine Company of Newburgh, NY. 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ½”. Canister and label are in near mint condition with strong colors. The box is complete, dated 1902, but does have some minor creasing on the side. The color on the box is as intense as I have ever seen on a Dent Medicine. Only one previous example, with a box, has been recorded and that one sold in 2001 for $135.

#81) **Dr. Dent’s Fit Medicine Tablets for Dogs:** Unopened wooden canister with paper label, contents and box from the Dent Medicine Company of Newburgh, NY. 3 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ½”. “Worms and indigestion are common causes of fits in dogs.” On the label, the remedy is named “ANTI-FIT TABLETS, while the box is “Fit Medicine.” Canister and box are both in excellent condition. A very desirable medicine in super condition.

#82) **Elkay’s Gall Ointment for Horses:** Unopened tin with paper label, contents, and box from the United Drug Company of Boston. This company later became the drug giant Rexall. 3” x 1 ½”. Condition is essentially new and unused. The company produced remedies for horses and dogs. We last recorded a Gall Ointment in 2001.

#83) **Ellen’s New Discovery, Free Sample:** Lithographed tin with original contents from Ellen’s New Discovery Company of Newburgh, NY. 2” x 1 ½”. Traveling salesmen’s wagon is the illustration on the front. Excellent condition. This is the first example of this tin, in a **FREE SAMPLE** size that I have recorded.
#84) **Fiebling Healing Powder**: Unopened, lithographed tin with contents from the Fiebling Chemical Company of Milwaukee, WI. 4”x 2 ½”. Used to treat Sores, Burns, and Shoulder Galls on horses and cattle. Excellent condition.

#85) **Gombault’s Caustic Balsam**: Embossed, unopened bottle with paper label, full contents, and box from the Lawrence Williams Company of Cleveland, OH. Embossed: THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO. / SOLE PROP’S FOR U. S. AND CANADA //  J. E. GOMBAULT’S / CAUSTIC BALSAM // THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO. / SOLE PROP’S FOR U. S. AND CANADA. Paper label is bright and clean but does have a couple of edge nicks. The box is missing the top flaps but otherwise complete. Package display well together. Trade Cards produced by this company, depicting famous race horses are also highly collectible.

#86) **Hamilton’s Salve and Gall Remedy**: Unused, lithographed tin from Millinocket, ME. 2 ½”x 1”. Used for harness and saddle Galls. Excellent condition.

#87) **Harvell’s Condition Powder**: Very early, pre-1900 paper wrapped package from Dr. Herrick’s Medicine Company of St. Louis, MO. 5 ½”x 3”x 2”. The front panel has a huge barnyard scene with a multitude of farm animals. The overall condition is excellent with one minor tear to an end paper. For a package this early, it is in remarkable condition.

#88) **Hervey’s Powder**: Tin with wrap around paper label from H. C. Porter & Son, Apothecaries from Towanda, Pennsylvania. 4”x 2”x 2”. New old stock (NOS) tin with just a bit of handling wear. Directions are to give a tablespoon of powder morning and night to the animal. There is no hint of why your treating the animal.

#89) **Hill’s Quick Healing Powder**: Early, lithographed tin with a twist open shaker style top from the Humane Remedy Company of Des Moines, IA. 4 ¼”x 2 ½”. “IT HAS NO EQUAL FOR GALLS, WIRE CUTS, AND OLD MALIGANT SORES.” Very graphic and detailed design. Excellent condition with a few very minor scuffs.

#90) **Hollingshead’s Improved Hoof Dressing**: Early soldered tin with lithographed wrap around label and contents from the Hollingshead Company of Camden, NJ. 5 ½”x 3 ¼”x 2”. This tin, which dates to c1890 contains Whale Oil and Pine Tar. The condition is excellent overall and quite scarce. Described on the label as recommended by leading veterinarian and turfmen and as “THE BEST REMEDY KNOWN FOR USE IN CASES OF FOUNDER, SCRATCHES, CRACKED HOOF…and All Wounds and Soles for the Horse’s Foot.” I last sold an example 18 years ago but, one popped up on eBay in 2012 and sold for $110.

#91) **Hollingshead’s Natural Rock Hoof Packing**: Previously unknown example of a gorgeous, full color hoof packing box from the Hollingshead Company of Camden, NJ. 5”x 5”x 2 ½”. The front panel illustrates a farrier working on the hoof of a horse. It is a beautiful multi-colored scene. The reverse has a color image of the factory with a similar background. There is a little edge wear with some minor paper loss but nothing that distracts from the graphic appeal of this box. It’s a doosie.

#92) **Holt’s Healing Lotion**: Unopened bottle with wrap around paper label and contents from Dr. F. F. Holt, V. S. of Philadelphia, PA. 6 ¼”x 2”x 1 ¼”. “CURES ALL GALLED AND SORE SHOULDERES…GREASY HEAL AND NAIL WOUNDS.” Label shows minimal wear and displays great. Only one previous example has been recorded. This is the first of three remedies from Dr. Holt.

#93) **Holt’s Liniment**: Bottle with wrap around paper label and contents from Dr. F. F. Holt, V. S. of Philadelphia, PA. Label has 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. 6 ¼”x 2”x 1 ½”. Nice, detailed illustration of horse head on the front panel. Label has some minor scuffing on the front with some loss of print.

#94) **Holt’s Specific for Coughs and Colds**: Unopened bottle with wrap around paper label and contents from Dr. F. F. Holt, V. S. of Philadelphia, PA. Bottle still has its original wax seal over cork. 4 ¾”x 1 ¾”x 1 ¼”. Label has some minor paper loss along the top edge. This is the first time we have seen this “Specific.”

#95) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary A. A. for Fever**: Embossed bottle with paper label and partial contents from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York City. 3 ½”x 1 ¾”. This label has the 15% Alcohol designation overprinted after the 52% was blacked out. Clearly a transition label for the change in Alcohol content. Used for Fever, Convulsions, Fight, and Fear. Label is toned, but complete and excellent with no damage.

#96) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary B. B. for Strains**: Embossed bottle with paper label and partial contents from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York City. 3 ½”x 1 ¾”. This label has the 15% Alcohol designation. It was used for lameness, Founder, and Splint. Excellent condition.

#97) **Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary F. F. for Colic**: Embossed bottle with paper label, box, and booklet from the Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York City. 3 ½”x 1 ¾”. This label has the 15% Alcohol designation. Used for treating Colic, Belly Ache, and Wind Blown in horses. Bottle is excellent. Box is missing most top flaps but has the desirable horse logo image on the front panel.
#98) **Humphreys' Homeopathic Veterinary Specific H. H. for Kidney**: Embossed bottle with paper label, box, and booklet from the Humphreys' Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York. 3 ½"x1 ¾". This early label has the word “CURES” printed on it and does not have an Alcohol percentage. The box is a later edition usually associated with screw top examples. This is most likely a marriage of an early bottle with a corresponding later box. All is in excellent condition.

#99) **Humphreys' Homeopathic Veterinary T. TETANINE, T.**: Incredibly rare, unopened, embossed bottle with paper label and contents from the Humphreys' Homeopathic Medicine Company of New York. 3 ½”x1¼”. This is probably a 1:1000 Humphreys bottle, maybe longer odds than that. Unless you have actually read through one of Humphrey’s Veterinary Manuals, you are probably unaware that they produced four “specialty” veterinary medicines that were never included in their stable cases and could only be obtained from the company by special order. Terry McMurray’s Drug Store Auctions sold an example of “L. Masturbation L.” in 2007 for $425. This is the third example of T. TETANINE T. of which I am aware. I sold one privately a few years ago and one sold on eBay in 2013 for $410. This is the third example and first to be offered by VCR Auctions. T.T. was treatment for Tetanoid (Tetanus today), Spasms, Convulsions, Vertigo, and Trismus (Lockjaw today). The paper label is toned an even light brown and has a damp stain line running horizontally along the bottom as you can see. The bottle still has the original wax sealer around the cork. Of all the thousands of Humphreys remedies produced, you can own one of the rarest examples known. **No opening bid, no reserve, it will sell to high bidder.** Estimate is $300-400.

#100) **Kitchel’s Liniment, Free Sample**: Bottle with paper labels and partial contents. Label on the reverse reads: “Little Trial Bottle.” Larger sizes of Kitchel’s Liniment this as a veterinary liniment but you might consider it ‘man and beast” just so there is no confusion. 4”x1 ¼”x1 ¾”.

#101) **Lambert’s Death to Lice**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Klein-Lambert Company of Chicago. This is the small, 10 cent size at 3 ¼”x2 ½”. Used to kill Lice on poultry, horses, and cattle. Excellent.

#102) **Lamprey Healing Powder**: Unopened cardboard canister with paper label and original contents from Lamprey Products, St. Paul, MN. 4”x2”. Used for Galls, wounds and sores. Lamprey was the successor to the Prussian Remedy Company, also of St. Paul. Some paper loss at the bottom left edge, otherwise excellent. Only one previous example has ever been recorded and this may very well be that same canister. It sold in 2002 in a McMurray Drug Store auction.

#103) **Lamprey Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy**: Unopened cardboard canister with paper label and original contents from Lamprey Products, St. Paul, MN. 5”x2 ¼”. Used to treat poultry for a variety of diseases. As with the previous lot, Lamprey was the successor to the Prussian Remedy Company. Excellent condition and a remedy we have never recorded previously.

#104) **Dr. LeGear’s Liniment**: Tall, cork top bottle with paper label, partial contents and box from Dr. LeGear of St. Louis. This is packaged as the Medium size but it is quite tall at 9”x 2 ½”x1 ½”. If this is medium, I have never seen a large size example. Label has some light spotting while the box is complete and displays very well. According to my Compendium, only one example with this name “Liniment” has ever been recorded. That example, was sold by McMurray’s in 2005 for $65.

#105) **Dr. LeGear’s Worm Capsules for Small Dogs and Cats**: Canister with embossed lid, paper label, contents and box. This size remedy was used for dogs and cats under eight (8) pounds for the treatment of Round and Hookworms. Canister is excellent while the box is complete, but with a bit of wear and tear. 2 ½”x1 ¼”x1 ¾”.

#106) **Dr. LeGear’s Worm Capsules for Large Dogs**: Cardboard box with original capsules in a glassine packet and paper insert. 3”x1 ¾”x1”. This size worm remedy was for dogs over ten (10) pounds in weight. Box is complete with very bright colors and minimal wear.

#107) **Dr. LeGear’s Tape Worm Tablets for Dogs and Puppies**: Canister with embossed lid, paper label, contents, paper insert and box. 2 ½”x1 ¾”x1”. Canister is excellent while the box is basically a shell, missing all top flaps.

#108) **Dr. LeGear’s Tonic Tablets for Dogs and Cats**: Canister with embossed lid, paper label, contents, paper insert and box. 2 ½”x1 ¾”x1”. Canister is excellent. Box displays very well, it is clean and bright, but is missing two inside top flaps. The large outside top flap is intact.

#109) **Dr. Lesure Veterinary Fever Drops**: Unopened bottle with partial evaporated contents, box, and large folded package insert. 4 ½”x1 ¼”x1”. Bottle label is in MINT condition. Box has one torn top flap and a tiny bit of corner wear. A great packaged example.

#110) **Dr. Lesure’s Worm Annihilator**: Cardboard box, complete with one dozen single dose packages from Dr. J. G. Lesure of Keene, NH. This is just a fantastic example with advertising on all sides, top, and bottom. It has minimal wear to the corner edges of the lid and that is it. Super strong brown color has not faded. Overall condition is excellent. You will not be disappointed with this in your collection, no need to ever upgrade. An example, in this condition sold for over $500 in 2012. This one goes without reserve, so give this one strong consideration.
#111) **Lockwood’s British Remedy for Fever in Horses**: Screw top bottle with paper label from the Lockwood British Remedies Company of Belleville, Pennsylvania. 5 ½”x 2”x 1 ¼”. Label extends completely around the bottle and has an illustration of three horse heads on the front panel. Label has light staining but is complete and displays well. I don’t often sell screw top bottles as single lots, these days, but I had never heard of this company previously, so I thought we would include it.

#112) **Lyon’s Sheep & Cattle Ointment**: Lithographed tin with contents from J. C. Lyon of Norwalk, CT. 3 ¾”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. A roaring Lion is the logo illustration. Contained Cresylic Acid. Discoloration along the bottom edge, in the front, as seen. There is also some dried residue from ointment leakage along the lid edge and the back. We sold one of these tins in 2008.

#113) **Merchant’s Gargling Oil for Veterinary Use**: Bottle that is SEALED WITHIN ITS ORIGINAL WRAPPER AND HAS NEVER BEEN OPENED. Package is 7 ¼”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Gargling Oil was first made in Lockport, New York in 1833 and was used to treat Galls on horses that pulled barges along the Erie Canal. It is considered the first commercially produced veterinary patent medicine in America. Description of the bottle within the sealed package is unknown but this company was known to produce their bottles in cobalt blue and emerald green colors. Packaging is undamaged and in original condition.

#114) **Mineral Heave Remedy**: Lithographed tin with contents from the Mineral Heave Company of Pittsburg, PA. Horse logo on the front reads, “CURES HEAVES.” 5 ¼”x 3”x 3”. This is the larger of two sizes I have seen and earlier with the “Cures” wording. A sure and safe cure for all Pulmonary and Wind Diseases of horses. Tin has a couple of dents on the back panel, otherwise excellent. Displays as a 9, condition wise.

#115) **Moore Bros.* Gall Powder**: Very early, unopened, pre-1900 canister with paper label and contents from the Moore Bros. Veterinary Surgeons of Albany, NY. 3 ½”x 2”. Labeled as a CURE. Condition is poor as there is extensive foxing of the paper label. It is a rare and early cure from a veterinary family with a long history.

#116) **Morgan’s Udder Balm**: Lithographed tin with illustrations on the front and back panels. Produced by the Morgan Chemical Corp., Ogdensburg, NY. 4”x 3”x 3”. Used for “Complications of the Udder” in cows and Galls and Hoof diseases in horses. Excellent condition.

#117) **Morrison’s Stable Salve**: Lithographed canister with partial contents form the James Foster Company of Bath, NH. “A Powerful Cleaning and Healing Salve.” 2 ¼”x 2”. Logo illustration is a coat of arms with a rearing horse at the top. Scarce tin from a company that also produced glass front display cabinets. Some minor oxidation along the bottom edge and some paint loss on the backside, bottom edge. Displays very well.

#118) **Mulford’s Veterinary Dusting Powder No. 2 (Dark)**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the H. K. Mulford Company of Philadelphia, PA. 4 ¾”x 2”x 2”. Mulford’s was a pharmaceutical house that produced bulk drugs and remedies for both human and veterinary use. This was labeled as an astringent dressing. Excellent condition.

#119) **Our Husband’s Arabian Scratches and Gall Cure, Free Sample**: Lithographed free sample tin from the Our Husband’s MFG. Company of Lyndon, Vermont. 2 ½”x 1 ¾”x 1”. Very good condition with only one rough spot on the bottom.

#120) **Our Husband’s Standard Worm Balls for Horses**: Lithographed tin with contents from Lyndon, VT. 3”x 1 ¼”. Tin is bright and still shiny. There is a minimal amount of wear along the edge of the top. Very nice example.

#121) **Our Husband’s Stowell’s Foot Restorer for Horses**: Lithographed tin with contents from Lyndon, VT. 3 ¼”x 3”. Labeled as a cure for hoof diseases such as Thrush, Quarter Cracks, and Corns. Guaranteed to grow a new hoof. The lid has some wear along the edge as well as a dent. Body of tin is very shiny and displays very well. I have only recorded one previous example of this Foot Restorer tin.

#122) **People’s Horse and Cattle Powder**: Unopened cardboard box with complete, blood red wrap around paper label and contents from Joppa Manufacturing Co., of Lyons, New York. 5 ½”x 3”x 3”. “CONTAINS NO POISON.” Made with pure drugs and contains no Wood Ashes or Spanish Brown. This one is early as the label claims it as registered in 1878. Wrapper has some minor paper losses on the sides, but the strong color makes up for that. Nice shelf piece.

#123) **Prussian Heave Powders**: Unopened cardboard box with a paper wrapper from the Prussian Remedy Company of St. Paul, MN. 5”x 3 ½”x 2”. “CURES HEAVES, Cough, Distemper, Epizootic, Pink Eye and all Lung and Throat Troubles.” Very minor corner wear is the only condition issue on this early Heave Cure for horses. Great color.

#124) **Pulvex Combination Worm Capsules**: Cardboard box with contents from Cooper Products. 3 ½”x 2”x 1”. Used for dogs and puppies. A Pulvex remedy I have not seen or recorded previously. Box has some edge wear and dirt but still in collectible shape.
#125) **Dr. Rea’s Liniment for Man or Beast:** Unopened bottle with paper labels (front and back), and contents from Dr. Charles L. Rea of Kansas City and New York. This one is labeled as a CURE. 7 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. VCR Spotlight’ed Dr. Rea and his veterinary specialty company last year. Very few of his veterinary remedies have ever been recorded. Label has some edge wear as seen.

#126) **Dr. Roberts’ Diuretic:** Lithographed canister with contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. 4 ¼”x 2 ½”. Excellent condition but for the original price being scratched out, near the bottom of the canister. Only one previous example recorded and that was all the way back in 1997.

#127) **Dr. Roberts’ Healing Powder:** Lithographed tin with removable top and contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. 4 ¼”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Used as an astringent and antiseptic. This is the first example I have ever offered. Slightly toned and not as bright an orange background as most of his tins.

#128) **Dr. Roberts’ Sarcoptic Mange Medicine for Dogs** Glass jar with paper label and contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. 2 ¾”x 2 ¾”. Apply twice daily and rub in thoroughly. Excellent

#129) **Dr. Roberts’ Soothing Paste** Lithographed canister with contents from the Dr. David Roberts Veterinary Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin. Used to treat coughs due to colds in livestock. 4 ¼”x 3 ½”. Excellent, as new condition. Very bright and shiny. Hard to believe this is the first example of this remedy that I have recorded.

#130) **Rochester Horse and Cattle Food** Unopened cardboard canister with wrap around paper label from the Rochester Horse and Cattle Food Company of Rochester, New York. 5½”x 3”. Colorful paper label has a barnyard scene on the front. “The Greatest Blood Purifier, flesh Producer and Tonic.” Label has some paper losses on the front and some general handling wear. Only one previous example has been recorded and that was in March, 1996, 20 years ago.

#131) **Sal-Vet’s Gall Vet** Bottle with large, oversized wrap around paper label. 3 ½”x 1 ½”. Sal-Vet Veterinary Remedies were produced in Cleveland. They are very scarce as only four (4) medicines, total have ever been recorded in my Compendium. Label has some toning on the reverse, but displays well. Used to treat Galls on horses.

#132) **SAVE-THE-HORSE Spavin Remedy** Embossed bottle with paper label. Embossed: SAVE-THE-HORSE / REGISTERED TRADE MARK / SPAVIN REMEDY / TROY CHEMICAL CO. BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 6 ½”x 3”x 1 ¾”. Label extends to three sides and has illustrations of horse’s legs with various ailments. Label is stained as you can see, but this bottle with any label is scarce.

#133) **Scott’s Arabian Hoof Paste** Lithographed tin from the Scott Hoof Paste Company of Rochester, NY. 2 ½”x 1 ¾”. “THE GREATEST VETERINARY REMEDY KNOWN.” Used to treat all ailments of the hoof and feet of live stock. Lid shows some minor wear. Advertising extends along the entire side. Only three previous examples recorded.

#134) **Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powder** This is one of the earliest and most graphic veterinary tins of all time. It is truly an iconic must for any collection and will be a top shelf piece. This multi-colored, lithographed labeled tin is c1870-80 and has an extremely detailed and graphic label surrounding the tin, including the lid. 5”x 4 ¼”. This remedy was produced by the I. S. Johnson Company of Boston. It uses the name and image of General Sheridan who led the Union Cavalry during the Civil War. The central illustration of the General is a copy of a famous painting depicting him leading a cavalry charge at the Battle of Winchester in Virginia. Only a few examples of this tin have survived and even fewer are in this superior state of preservation. There are paper losses along the edge of the lid, but the central images are as clean and bright as you are ever likely to find. This tin has sold for as much as $700 and recorded examples in comparable condition typically sell in the $300-400 range. Opening here at $100.

#135) **Skoot Flea Powder** Canister with paper label and partial contents from Miller & Company of Kalamazoo, MI. Kills fleas and lice on dogs, cats, and poultry. Boston terrier on the front. This tin sold in 2006 for $80 and I have never seen another. Rare flea powder for the collector.

#136) **Sloan’s Antiseptic Wart Remover for Man or Beast** Wooden canister with paper label, contents, and box from Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc. with home office in Boston. 3 ¾”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. Used for Stubborn Warts, Canker, and Growths. Paper label on the canister is complete, but canister has been opened. Box has torn top flaps, but they are present. This is the first recorded example of this Dr. Sloan Remedy, previously called “Sloan’s Wart Cure.”

#137) **Smith’s Wonder Worker for Animal Use** Round, amber bottle with paper label, original contents and wax seal still in place over cork. 7 ¼”x 3”. Used for “Big Knees, Bowed Tendons, and weakness of the muscles and tendons.” Label has a huge list of horse leg ailments this stuff treats. Label has some top edge roughness with some paper loss as seen. Label completely surrounds the bottle. Produced by Smith’s Wonder Worker Remedy Company of Tiffin, OH.

#138) **Somerville & Son’s Anti-Pain Medicine** Embossed bottle with paper label from Buffalo, New York. 6”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Embossed: WM. SOMERVILLE & SONS / ANTI PAIN OR COLIC / MEDICINE / BUFFALO, N. Y. The bottle is excellent but the label is faded, stained and has edge chipping. This is a very rare survivor, c1890, from a company that competed with Dr. John Claris in Buffalo. William and his two sons were veterinarians and also ran the Somerville Medicine Company. Condition is off but this is one of only 4-5 known with any label.
#139) **Dr. Spranklin’s Anti-Fever & Tonic Mixture**: Large mouth, amber bottle with large paper label from Dr. John Spranklin, Veterinarian of Baltimore, MD. I believe this label has been added to this bottle and not original to the bottle. However, Dr. Spranklin was an important, early veterinarian in the Baltimore, Maryland area. In 1903, he was on the faculty of the veterinary college at the University of Pennsylvania. His ancestors, also veterinarians, have written about him and the family in Maryland. I found a listing for a Dr. Spranklin, VMD still practicing in the Baltimore area. 8” x 3”. So, as this might be a marriage of bottle and label (along with the next lot), I think it still has value as a part of veterinary history. It is labeled “for the cure of all febrile diseases of horses and lower class of animals.”

#140) **Dr. Spranklin’s Canine Tonic & Invigorator**: Amber bottle with paper label from Dr. John Spranklin, Veterinarian of Baltimore, MD. I believe this label has been added to this bottle and is not original. (See previous lot). 7”x 2 ¼”. This Tonic is labeled for digestive diseases of puppies and mature dogs. While I do not usually sell bottles on which I believe labels have been added at a later time, I believe these bottles (See previous lot) have historical value and as such, collecting value. You judge.

#141) **Spratt's Bird Lice Powder**: Unused, puffer style tin from Spratt’s Patent LTD. of Newark, NJ. 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. Used to treat caged birds for lice. Dust your bird’s feathers before sleeping time but don’t forget to put a damp towel over its head. Mint condition.

#142) **Spratt’s Tonic and Condition Tablets for Dogs**: Metal canister with paper label, original contents and box from Spratt’s Patent LTD. of Newark, NJ. 2 ½”x 2”x 2”. “TO BE USED FOR DOGS IN TRAINING FOR FIELD WORK AND PREPARING FOR EXHIBITION. The canister is in very good condition with one minor little tan stain. The box has one top flap torn but present. The top edge is worn, but it still displays very well. The only other example I have recorded was sold in 1999, seventeen years ago, for $40. Spratt’s Dog Medicines are pretty scarce in general with the majority of them being Flea Powder and Worm treatments.

#143) **Talbott’s Rheumatic Remedy for Dogs**: Unopened canister with wrap around paper label, an additional top label, and the original contents from the W. A. Talbott Company of Sandusky, OH. 2 ½”x 1 ¾”. Multi-colored label with a hunting dog, on point, on the front. Talbott Dog Remedy canisters are some of the most rare and desirable dog medicines available to collectors. In 2013, VCR sold an example of this Rheumatic Remedy for $725, possibly the record for a dog medicine. This example has some wear to the top label edge and a torn area of the front label has been glued down. While this torn area is evident, there is NO MISSING section. The label displays very well. Sold without reserve, here is an opportunity for the under-bidder from 2013.

#144) **Tittle's Petroleum Horse and Cattle Ointment**: Unopened, wide mouth jar with paper label, contents, and box from the George Pepper Company of Peabody, MA. 5 ¼”x 2 ¼”. Slogan: “FOR THE SPEEDY AND THOROUGH CURE OF…” and then they have a whole list of ailments cured by this ointment. Bottle still has the original red wax seal in place. Box is missing the top flaps but displays very well. This is one of only two complete examples ever recorded, both selling for over $100. A group of labels were found in some quantity and you will find them, on eBay, glued to a variety of non-original bottles and cans. This is however, the correct wide mouth jar, label and box.

#145) **Union Veterinary Remedies Gall Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label, metal shaker style top, and contents from the Minnesota Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Company of St. Paul, MN. 4”x 2”. “Cure will begin at once.” Excellent condition.

#146) **Union Louse Killer**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Union Stock Food Company of Greenville, Tennessee. 5”x 2 ½”. “Sure Death to Lice, Fleas, and Ticks. Red, white, and blue shield on the front. Excellent condition with some minimal toning on the reverse.

#147) **Wallington's Garget Powder**: Embossed, unopened bottle with paper label and partial evaporated contents. Embossed: GARGET CURE / W. W. WHIPPLE & CO. PROP. / PORTLAND, ME. 5 ¾”x 2”x 1”. It is very rare to find this bottle with a label. There is a chip out of the edge of the bottle top. Embossed early cure for cows. Garget= mastitis in cows.

#148) **Dr. Weare's Condition Powders**: Unopened cardboard box with complete wrap around paper label and contents from the Dr. Weare Medicine Company of Fairport, NY. 5 ¼”x 3”x 3”. The label is a deep, deep blue color and in excellent condition. There is minimal corner wear and spotting. Dr. Weare was the subject of a VCR Spotlight article in December of 2005. Just a top notch box with great color. You will like this one.

#149) **Dr. Weare's Worm Expeller**: Unopened cardboard box with complete wrap around paper label and contents from the Dr. Weare Medicine Company of Fairport, NY. 5 ¼”x 3 ½”x 2 ¼”. Used to expel all types of worms from the stomach and intestine of all domestic animals. Illustrations of worms are on the front panel. Condition is excellent with just some fly specks and handling wear. No damage. A super compliment to the previous lot.

#150) **Dr. Weare's Gall Cure**: Unopened, lithographed tin with contents from George Mulliner & Company of Fairport, NY. This was the successor to Dr. Weare’s company and they continued to produce veterinary remedies using Dr. Weare’s name. 3 ½”x 1”. Excellent condition with a graphic yellow and black exterior.
Instruments

#151) **Common Sense Calf and Colt Double Feeder or Twin Feeder**: Cardboard box package complete with a feeding apparatus from Our Husbands Company of Lyndon, Vermont. The feeder was attached to a wall at calf or colt height and hooked up to a pail of milk or other supplement with rubber tubing. The two calves could nurse off of the double rubber nipple set up. Feeder is unused and appears to be complete including the original rubber nipples.

#152) **Moore Brothers’ Mastitis Testing Kit**: Complete Thymol-Blue test kit from the Moore Bros. of Albany, NY. This company was started, by a family of veterinarians in 1878 that sold veterinary supplies and equipment. The kit is a wooden box with bottle of test solution (empty), several tubes, and instructions. 7”x 5”x 4”. Complete and in excellent condition.

#153) **Pitman-Moore Company Salesman Sample Case**: Zippered, leather sample case containing nineteen labeled glass drug vials with contents. Each vial with pills included is 3 ½” tall. A couple of vials are empty. Pitman-Moore was a division of Allied Drugs and produced veterinary drugs and vaccine for many years. c1950.

#154) **English Fleam, Three Bladed**: English fleam with three blades and a brass shield cover. The blades are marked: B. WHARTON / (CROWN image) / MART STEEL). One blade is broken and one has been worn down. It needs cleaning.

#155) **Six-Bladed Fleam with Original Case**: Unmarked fleam with six blades, brass shield and a fantastic pressed cardboard case. The blades include three different fleam sizes, two different blades, and a curved pick. Overall condition is excellent, showing very little wear. Possible, the very tip of the pick is broken off. The original cardboard case is very rare and in perfect condition.

#156) **Early Stethoscope**: Very early medical stethoscope, c1880, possibly earlier. This instrument has a Gutta-percha bell and ear pieces. Gutta-percha was a very early type of plastic made from a gum tree of India. It was in use for medical devices as early as 1850. 15” long. It has an adjustable screw in the center to widen the distance between the ear pieces. Excellent condition and undamaged. Not strictly veterinary, but a cool display item.

#157) **Leather Instrument Case with Three (3) Double Bladed Instruments**: Folded leather case with a snap closure and is unmarked as to maker. Inside there is a wallet compartment and two areas to hold instruments. Included are three (3) double bladed instruments that were included in the case. I have been able to extend a few of the blades, but not all. Fearing I might damage them with too much force, I will leave the lubricating to the winning bidder. The instruments are very clean and sharp. I speculate that this is a small hoof pick set?? Anyone with better information, let me know.

Group Lots

#158) **Dr. Claris Lot of Six (6) Bottles**: Lot includes five, embossed Dr. Claris, V. S. bottles from Buffalo, New York in three different sizes and three different embossing. The rarest and most scarce stands 9” tall and has quite a bit of whittle and bubbles in the glass, indicating early manufacture. The sixth bottle in the group is a square amber bottle that has had a Dr. Claris Fever Medicine label applied to it. This is a marriage and would never have started life this way. Still it would look good in your Dr. Claris cabinet until a more original example comes your way. Lot of Six (6).

#159) **Veterinary Bottles, Lot of Eight (8)**: This lot contains eight screw top bottles, several with contents and all have original boxes or packaging. You get all eight for your high bid. Dr. Cox’s Barb Wire Liniment large size, McLean’s Volcanic Liniment (2 sizes), Gombault’s Caustic Balsam, Hamilton’s Black Oil, Spohn’s Compound, Barker’s Liniment, and Tuttle’s Elexer. Lot of 8.

#160) **Veterinary Boxes, Lot of Eight (8)**: This lot contains eight cardboard boxes with content. Condition ranges from good to excellent. Federal Poultry Food, Bee Dee for Poultry & Stock, Sleekene, Barker’s Lice Powder, Dr. Hess Stock Tonic, Barker’s Poultry Worm Powder, Walko Tablets, and Moore Bros. Teat Dilators. Lot of eight boxes.

#161) **Veterinary Tins, Lot of Eleven (11)**: This lot contains eleven various veterinary tins in conditions ranging from poor to excellent. You get all eleven for your high bid. Dr. Myer’s Hoof Ointment (2 sizes), Dr. Myer’s Blister, Newton’s Heave Cure, Starless Gall Salve, Rawleigh’s AntiSeptic Salve, Rawleigh’s Veterinary Ointment, Watkin’s Petro Salve, Arabian Gall Salve, Mineral Heave Compound, and Cow’s Relief. The red tin of Myer’s Blister is the least common of the group.

#162) **Dr. Roberts and Avalon Farm Group Lot of Six (6)**: From Dr. David Roberts you have Calf Medicine for Loose Bowels, Diolice lice killer, Physic Balls package with two physics, and Udderine bottle and box with screw top bottle. From Avalon Farms you have packages of Bone Blister and Horse Physic Bolus. Six remedies for you high bid.

#163) **Labeled Veterinary Bottle Lot of Six (6)**: Six bottles, three with nice boxes. Three Dr. Daniels, a Gombault, Tittles, and a Rawleigh’s. Lot of six (6).

#164) **General Bottle Lot of Fifteen (13)**: Most are embossed, most are veterinary. I saw a Dr. Clayton dog remedy, a couple of Humphreys. Might be a sleeper in here. Lot of 13 bottles.
#165) **Grab Bag Lot of Seven (7):** Pratt’s tin, labeled veterinary White Liniment, Dr. Hess Chick canister, etc. Condition is excellent to poor.

Bidding Ends Saturday March 5, 2016

Call backs start at 9 P. M. Saturday night and run until 11 P. M.

Call backs will resume, if necessary, Sunday March 6th ASAP.

10% Buyers Premium on all successful bids

Phone #1: 770-361-7255

Phone #2: 404-660-7001

Website: [www.veterinarycollectibles.com](http://www.veterinarycollectibles.com) for additional photos
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Notes